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Overview 

Liane Simmel is a medical doctor working in Germany and Switzerland and former professional 

dancer. Her text Dance Medicine in Practice is a beautiful resource which presents concise 

kinesiological information designed to help dancers take care of their bodies and enhance their 

artistry. Simmel has created a practical guide for using anatomical language to understand 

structure and function of the body in movement. She provides an overview of the structure and 

function of bones, muscle, connective tissue and nervous system, followed by chapters devoted 

to specific areas of the body. Within the chapters, Simmel presents anatomical and mechanical 

information linked to dance specific movement in a section for each chapter called “Dance 

Focus: Load and Overload.” Each chapter also features “Pitfalls in Dance” which identifies 

common problems or conditions which present risk of injury to the dancer. This section is 

followed by “A closer look – Self Analysis” providing very specific questions for the dancer to 

answer in understanding the structure and function of their body in dance movement. Finally 

each chapter features “Tips and Tricks for Prevention” which include exercises for awareness, 

strengthening, stretching and relaxation. Each chapter concludes with a check sheet of ‘do and 

don’t’ criteria to help the dancer apply the information to their dancing. Simmel also discusses 

larger issues such as mental preparation, motivation, use of the mirror and dance as a profession 

in a chapter called “Dancing with Heart and Soul.” The final four chapters cover nutrition, 

human growth and development, injuries and training recommendations. The text contains a 

good balance of anatomical drawings, photos and text boxes to help separate out and emphasize 

information. This text is appropriate for college level dancers with working knowledge of the 

body and could supplement any dance science or dance technique class. The application to 

practice makes this a very user friendly text.  

  

How I use this text in my own classes: 

I’ve used sections of Dance Medicine and Practice in both my Dance Kinesiology course and in 

technique classes where analysis of movement and a deeper understanding of movement 

initiation is emphasized. The book is an extremely useful resource for students in dance 

pedagogy as specific recommendations for topics such as developing turnout, how to deal with 

hyperextended knees, finding neutral alignment and other general concerns are balanced with an 

overview of biomechanical principles of movement. My caveat when recommending the text is 

that I substitute the terms ‘teaching and cueing tools’ for “Tips and Tricks.”  I find that the 

information Simmel presents far surpasses the simplicity of this heading. 
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